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Directions: There are four parts in this test: Sentence Completion, Cloze, Reading, and Writing. Specific 
instructions are provided at the beginning of each part. Altogether, there are 35 multiple-choice questions and 
one writing task in this test.  The total score is 100, with 2 scores for each multiple-choice question, and 30 
scores for the writing task.    
 
Part 1: Sentence Completion (20 scores)  

This part contains 10 multiple-choice questions with four choices marked A, B, C, or D for each 
question. You should decide on the best answer to the question. Then, mark your answer on your 
Answer Sheet. For example, if your answer choice is B, then mark it like this on your Answer Sheet: 

      
 
 
 
1 They must _____ for us; let’s hurry up.  

A) wait      B) have been waited C) waited      D) be waiting 
2 ______ , he went to bed.  

A)  A great weight taking off his mind 
B)  With a great weight taking off his mind 
C) A great weight being taken off his mind 
D)   With a great weight being taken off his mind 

3 This is a ______ table.    
 A) brown new Chinese wooden beautiful 
 B) beautiful new brown Chinese wooden 
 C) Chinese beautiful new brown wooden 
 D) wooden new beautiful Chinese brown 
4 Twenty pounds ______ enough for such a poor family to spend for a month.   
 A) was   B) might being  C) have been  D) were 
5 It wasn’t so much that I disliked her _______ that I just wasn’t interested in the whole business.  
 A) rather   B) so    C) as   D) than 
6 She intends to move that the committee _______ discussion on this issue.  
 A) suspends  B) suspend   C) will suspend D) suspended 
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7 The ______ capacity of the stadium has been enlarged.    
 A) sitting      B) seat       C) seated   D) seating 
8 He told me only part of the story ________.   
 A) so that was it   B) so that was this.  

C) and that was so   D) and that was that 
9 I’d rather they _____ during this bad weather, but hey insist that they must return home today.   
 A) didn’t travel   B) don’t travel   

C) shouldn’t travel   D) not travel 
10 ________ many times, this radio receiver is found very sensitive.    
 A) Being tested   B) Having been tested 
 C) Having tested   D) Testing 
 
Part Two: Cloze (30 scores)  

There are 15 blanks in this cloze test. Decide which of the choices given below would best 
complete the passage if inserted in the corresponding blanks. You should mark your choices on the 
Answer Sheet.  
 
 For centuries, Oxford has been at Britain’s intellectual heart, perhaps the most prestigious among 
Europe’s many ancient universities. Oxford has __11__ students from all over the world __12__ have gone 
on to achieve __13__ in their countries. Alumni include __14__ famous scientists, literary figures and 
overseas politicians. 
 As a place of learning, Oxford’s __15__ go back to the middle ages. __16__ has it that Alfred laid its 
foundations at the end of the ninth century. Certainly by the 12th century __17__ were teaching in the town 
and their fame had spread to the learning. A group of scholars left the French capital in 1167 to __18__ in 
Oxford and the place became a magnet for students and teachers from all over Britain. Today Oxford is a 
large, busy city, but the __19__ university buildings in the center have __20__ largely untouched by the 
urban expansion. 
 __21__ most old universities have modernized radically to __22__ their growing populations, Oxford 
has managed to expand while still __23__ its traditional structure. The thirty-six __24__ colleges are 
independent, self-governing __25__ operating under the umbrella of the University of Oxford.  
11 A) assembled  B) attracted  C) managed  D) supported  
12 A) who    B) which   C) what    D) where  
13 A) experience  B) strength  C) positions  D) conditions  
14 A) endless  B) infinite  C) considerable D) numerous  
15 A) beginnings  B) antiques  C) celebrations D) performances  
16 A) Story   B) Legend  C) Program  D) Composition   
17 A) assistants  B) competitors  C) scholars  D) doctors    
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18 A) fix   B) reverse  C) reserve  D) settle    
19 A) ancient   B) religious  C) elderly  D) sensible  
20 A) sustained  B) remained  C) retained  D) contained  
21 A) As    B) If    C) Given   D) While   
22 A) develop  B) deceive  C) organize  D) accommodate   
23 A) ensuring  B) preventing  C) preserving  D) projecting   
24 A) nowadays  B) existing  C) current  D) momentary   
25 A) institutions  B) facilities  C) entrances  D) personnel  
 
Part Three: Reading Comprehension (20 scores) 
The reading passage is followed by 10 questions or unfinished statements. For each of them, there are four 
choices marked A), B), C) and D). You should decide on the best choice and mark the corresponding letter on 
your Answer Sheet. 
 

Juvenile Crime in the USA 
Rising juvenile crime and predictions that it is going to get worse are prodding cities and states. The 

Congress is to seek a balance between tougher law and preventive measures, by getting the latest crime 
statistics for young offenders. More aggressive law enforcement has helped cut violent crime in many big 
cities, but homicide by youths under 17 tripled between 1984 and l994 and a coming surge in the teen 
population could boost the juvenile murder total 25 percent by 2005. Youth violence with guns has been 
increasing at roughly the same pace, and teen drug use is rising after years of decline. 

A series of tragedies ― many involving young victims ― put a human face on the statistics. A pregnant 
l5-year-old was shot to death on a St. Louis school bus. Two l6-year-old boys were charged in the murder of 
a Dutch woman tourist who mistakenly ended up in a rough Miami neighborhood. A young mother fell to 
her death under a New York subway car when a 15-year-old boy allegedly tried to steal her $60 earrings. 
Victims of underage felons are demanding changes in the juvenile justice system and challenging to 
long-standing belief that youngsters who kill, rob and rape should be treated in a different way from adult 
criminals. States, cities and the U.S. Congress are responding to the grim statistics and depressing stories 
with a variety of new attacks on youth crime. Congress is considering a rewrite of the 22-year-old law 
providing anti-delinquency aid to states. Republican Sen. Fred Thompson of Tennessee has declared that the 
statute has “failed miserably” to prevent youth violence. The Massachusetts House of Representatives has 
voted to require that accused murderers as young as 14 be tried as adults. Tennessee has eliminated any 
minimum age for trying some youths as adults: Oregon last year lowered its minimum age from 14 to12 and 
Wisconsin put its at 10. Seeking middle ground, Virginia legislators have agreed on a new policy that 
combines get-tough and preventive approaches. 

The most vexing problem is the small minority of teens who kill or maim with little moral compunction. 
Citing a wave of “ undisciplined, untutored, unnurtured young people”, Judge David Grossman says that 
“gangs have become the alternative to a nurturing family.” Many young murderers “are incapable of 
sympathy”, says Kathleen Heide, a Florida psychotherapist and criminologist. She mentions a teen who 
gunned down and paralyzed a jogger who refused to hand over a gold neck chain. Asked what a preferable 
outcome might have been, the gunman said: “He could have given me his rope (chain). I asked him twice.” 
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Police officers are encountering more “kids with no hope, no fear, no rules and no life expectancy”, says 
John Firman of the International Association of Chiefs of Police. To conservatives, the answer is tougher 
prison terms and law enforcement tactics. To liberals, the remedy is massive new spending on prevention 
lans. As the two sides squabble, little gets done. p 
 
26 What is the purpose of the Congress to get the latest crime statistics for young offenders? 

A) To make more aggressive law enforcement. 
B) To cut violent crimes in many big cities. 
C) To seek a balance between tougher laws and preventive measures.    
D) To study juvenile crime and work out a sensible remedy policy with the public. 

27 Which of the following juvenile crime is not mentioned in the passage?    
A) Violent crime.  B) Abuse of drug.  
C) Robbery.   D) Money laundering. 

28 In Paragraph 1, the word “prodding” means _________.   
 A) poking   B) preventing  C) following   D) moving 
29 Which of the following statements is true according to the first paragraph?  

 A) Youth violence with guns has remained the same as well as teen drug use. 
 B) Neither youth violence with guns nor teen drug use is increasing. 
C) There is no sharp change of youth violence with guns but teen drug use is increasing. 
D) There is no obvious increase in violence with guns but teen drug use is deceasing. 

30 In Paragraph 2, the word “grim” means _________.     
 A) pleasing  B) spicy    C) revealing  D) gloomy   
31 Which State has lowered the minimum age for trying youths to 10?  
  A) Oregon.  B) Wisconsin.  C) Tennessee.     D) Virginia. 
32 What is the reaction of the Congress to the grim statistics and depressing stories? 

A) To rewrite the 22-year-old law providing anti-delinquency aid to states.    
B) To require that accused murderers as young as 14 be tried as adults.  
C) To ask that youngsters who kill, rob and rape should be treated in a different way from adult criminals.
D) To make new laws to prevent youth violence. 

33 In Paragraph 3, the word “vexing” means ________.     
 A) striking   B) annoying   C) exposing  D) thrilling 
34 According to Judge David Grossmann, why does a small minority of teens kill or main with little moral 

compunction?  
A) Because they haven't been educated. 
B) Because they are incapable of sympathy. 
C) Because gangs have become the alternative to a nurturing family.  
D) Because they have no hope, no fear and no rules, and their homes are broken. 

35 To liberals, the best policy to deal with juvenile crime in the United Stated is to______ .    
A) get a common point for both sides before something concrete can be done 
B) increase public expenditure on massive plans of law enforcement 
C) spend more money on massive programs so as to improve law enforcement tactics 
D) conduct large-scale social and educational programs 
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Part Four: Writing Task (30 scores) 
 Write about the following topic, and you should write at least 200 words:  

Stars and celebrities can earn a great deal more money than people in other important 
professionals. Some people think this is fully justified while others think it is unfair.  
Discuss both these views and give your own opinion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


